Manual of 4WD Motor Sport Version 11.000 – 20 February 2018
Summary of changes
Section
All

2.5
2.7.1
2.11

2.19.2

2.25.1

Changes
The following areas have been changes throughout the document:
Section numbering added, terminology standardised, references to wire rope removed,
rule cross‐references fixed.
Crews
Support/Pit crew name clarification
Alcohol Policy
2017 Alcohol policy added
Crew Substitution
Wording added “Substitution of a driver or navigator may incur a penalty to be specified by the
Event Organiser.”
Event Scrutineering
Clause reworded and wording added “Event Scrutineering shall be outlined in the Supplementary
regulations.”
Finish Boxes
Wording added “Any overrun of a finish box in a manner deemed dangerous to others by the Stage
Manager, Competition Manager or Event Organiser may be grounds for penalty (DNS) or
disqualification at the discretion of the Stage Manager, Competition Manager or Event Organiser.”

2.26
2.28

Driving Conduct
3rd para reworded and “or the live winch cable of the other vehicle, they may do so” added
Caution signs and Warnings
Wording removed “Should a vehicle stop on an Overland course, or any course where there may be
more than one vehicle participating simultaneously, for any reason, the Crew shall place an approved
warning triangle 25 metres behind the stranded vehicle and clearly visible to approaching vehicles.”

2.43
2.46
2.49
2.52
3.6.1

3.6.4

Parc Ferme
Parc Ferme definition added
Presentation of Awards
Clause reworded and wording removed “a podium shall be prepared.”
Fire Equipment
New requirement and location of a 1.5kg fire extinguisher added
Advertising and Decals
Wording changed to allow event sponsorship advertising at bottom of windscreen
Occupant Protection
Penalty added for unsecured window nets and requirement stands only whilst a person is
in the seating position
Supplementary Rules and Regulations
Wording added “Event Organisers shall submit their supplementary rules and regulation to the CCDA
committee for review not less than 60 days before the intended start date of the event. Supplementary
rules and regulations shall not be implemented without consultation with the CCDA or their nominated
representative.”

3.10.1

Recovery Penalties without Warning
Requirement for leather lining in gloves removed. Rule regarding crew member remaining
outside of cable loop added.
3.10.2.1 Synthetic Rope
Comment added regarding folding of cable dampeners
3.10.3
Incorrect use of a ground anchor after one warning
Clarification of use of ground anchor added.
3.10.7
Winching penalties
Crew member inside cable loop added

3.10.7.5 Occupant Restraint and Crash Helmet Penalties
Reference to window nets added “If an official detects that a vehicle does not have window nets
in place during competition the official shall stop the vehicle and request that they be fitted correctly.
A 10 point penalty will apply for each occurrence.”

3.11.1
3.15
3.16
3.17
4.1.3

4.1.6

4.1.11
4.1.12
4.1.13
4.2.1
4.2.15

4.2.17
4.3.1
4.3.15

4.3.17
4.4.2
4.4.15

4.4.16
4.4.17
4.5.1
4.5.4

Reference to Group D Events removed
Permitted Servicing
Clause reworded
Results Clarification
Word “Protest” added
Protests
Specification of number of people eon protest panel removed.
Occupant Protection
3rd para reworded related to harnesses for Group C Events, Reference to Seatbelt Cutter
requirement added “All vehicles shall have a seatbelt cutter secured inside the cabin of the vehicle
accessible by both driver and navigator.”
Accessories
Reference added to allow “soft” shackles, New requirement and location of a 1.5kg fire
extinguisher added. Removed requirement for red triangle. Reworded fire extinguisher,
seating and video camera clauses. Specified non‐welded piping join not allowed in cabin
Winches
Clarified winch hook retaining catch must be working.
Batteries
Included requirement for terminal cover with insulating material.
Supplementary Fuel Containers
Included specifications and location for containers
Tyres
Included viewing angle for compliance
Lights
Included requirements for working brake and tail lights, Included requirement for flashing
rear lights in certain cases.
Winches
Removed Class specific statement on winch hook safety catch
Tyres
Included viewing angle for compliance
Lights
Included requirements for working brake and tail lights, Included requirement for flashing
rear lights in certain cases.
Winches
Removed Class specific statement on winch hook safety catch
Tyres
Included viewing angle for compliance
Lights
Reworded clause and Included requirements for working brake and tail light, Included
requirement for flashing rear lights in certain cases.
Fuel
Requirement for spill prevention added
Winches
Removed Class specific statement on winch hook safety catch
Tyres
Included percentage coverage and viewing angle for compliance
Brakes

Wording added “Additional independent braking systems (Cutting brakes) are permitted, providing
they do not impede the operation of the primary braking system.”
4.5.8
4.5.11

4.5.15

4.5.16
4.5.17
4.6.16
4.6.15

Steering
Clause reworded and limitation lifted
Electrical
Wording added “Fitment of additional electrical systems (such as independent 24v systems) is
permitted. Provided they are less than 36 volt.”
Lights
Significant rewording. Included requirements for working brake and tail lights. Included
requirement for flashing rear lights in certain cases.
Fuel
Clause reworded and requirement for spill prevention added
Winches
Removed Class specific statement on winch hook safety catch
Fuel
Requirement for spill prevention added
Lights
Reworded clause and wording added “A brake and tail light, or lights, shall be installed and
working.
It is strongly recommended that a dust lamp be fitted to the rear of the vehicle.” Included

4.6.17
6.1.1

6.1.3.1
7
8.1

requirement for flashing rear lights in certain cases.
Winches
Removed Class specific statement on winch hook safety catch
Scrutineering
Wording added “The CCDA can, at any time, call for a car to be re‐scrutineered. The car shall not be
raced until such time as it passes the re‐scrutineering.”
Driving lights
Clause simplified
Marshal Roles and Responsibilities
Section 7 added
Event Scrutineering (old section 7.1 in old Version 10.1)
Section removed (covered elsewhere in document)

